February 26th:

Macionis:
1) According to Macionis, what year did the age of computers begin?

2) According to Macionis, a neo-Luddite is:

3) A main way that computers contribute to social stratification is:

Castronova:
4) What is a ‘synthetic world’?

5) Synthetic worlds are becoming important because:

6) What is the real challenge for synthetic worlds in the next few decades, according to Castronova?

Dibbell
7) What is Flow Theory?

8) In Stolle’s Tower, Dibbell concludes that _____________ is the key to online economies:

Yee:
9) Yee asks whether perceptions of control and agency:

10) According to Yee, the creation of digital enclosures by interactive media:
Hayes:

11) Hayes writes that female gamers:

12) In conclusion, Hayes writes that gender in games:

March 4

Charon:

13) According to Charon, values are:

14) According to Charon, a way that sociologist do NOT approach values is:

15) Ethnocentrism:

16) Which is NOT involved in ethnocentrism:

17) According to Charon, what is wrong with the question “Why can’t everyone be just like us?”

18) One of the reasons groups, formal organizations, communities, and societies develop differently is:

Schneider/Silverman:

19) A secular society is one in which:

20) In Islam, the five pillars of faith are:

21) In contrast to what Americans prefer, Egyptians:

22) Why are ordinary Egyptians, who basically oppose terrorism, attracted to radical Islam, according to Schneider and Silverman?

23) Until 1999, Egyptian law:

24) Egypt has a large religious minority group, comprising 5% to 20% of its population, know as: